
Klein Tools ET910 USB Digital Meter and
Tester, USB-A (Type A)

Klein Tools ET910 USB Digital Meter and Tester, USB-A
(Type A)
The Klein Tools ET910 is a USB digital meter and tester combination for most
common USB-A ports, including Qualcomm Quick Charge ports. It accurately and
reliably measures and displays the USB port voltage, current, capacity, energy,
and resistance simultaneously. It can also test the maximum current delivery
capability of the USB port with built-in fixed loads so user need not connect
to an external load. It will function with any USB-A port that has the ability
to deliver power. It requires NO batteries as it draws power from the power
source to function.

3 to 20V DC; Current: 0.05 to 3A (monitoring mode)
Built-in test loads of 0.5A, 1A, 2A, and 3A; no external test load required
Continuously monitor up to 1000 hours of voltage, current, capacity/charge
delivered, energy, and resistance (calculated)
Tests most common standard USB-A ports, including Qualcomm Quick Charge
ports
Store and recall up to 10 readings
Voltage and current overload detection
Hi-resolution LCD for clear visibility in environments with low ambient
lighting
Durable cable to allow easy access to hard-to-reach ports
Rugged, pocket-sized, and light weight Klein industrial design stands up to
jobsite demands
Built to withstand a 6.6-Foot (2m) drop

Klein Tools ET310 Digital Circuit
Breaker Finder with GFCI Outlet Tester

Klein Tools ET310 Digital Circuit Breaker Finder with
GFCI Outlet Tester
The Klein Tools ET310 Circuit Breaker Finder with Integrated GFCI Outlet Tester
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is a digital circuit breaker finder used to locate the correct circuit breaker
in a panel to which an electrical outlet or fixture is connected. The
Transmitter is connected to the electrical outlet or fixture in the circuit
while the receiver is used to scan the breakers in the circuit panel. The
Transmitter also features a GFCI outlet tester.

This circuit breaker finder can quickly and accurately locate the correct
circuit breaker in a panel corresponding to the circuit to which an
electrical outlet or fixture is connected
GFCI tester consists of two parts: a Transmitter connected to the
electrical outlet or fixture, and a Receiver used to scan the panel to
locate the correct breaker
Receiver delivers clear visual and audible indications when the correct
breaker has been located
Operates on 90-120V AC circuits
Transmitter incorporates a GFCI outlet tester to inspect the wiring
condition at the electrical outlet and test GFCI devices
Transmitter docks in the Receiver for convenient storage as a single item
when tester is not is use
Transmitter incorporates a three-pin plug for connecting to North-American-
style grounded electrical outlets
The transmitter may be connected to other electrical fixtures using
optional accessories which are sold separately (Cat. No. 69411)
Receiver powers off automatically after approximately three minutes of non-
use to conserve battery life
Transmitter is powered by the circuit when connected to the electrical
outlet or fixture

Klein Tools D507-8 Adjustable Wrench,
Extra Capacity 8-Inch

Klein Tools D507-8 Adjustable Wrench, Extra Capacity
8-Inch
The Klein Tools adjustable wrench is designed with smaller size but the ability
to handle heavy-duty jobs. This wrench is manufactured from heat-treated alloy
steel for strength and has a high polish chrome finish. It also features a
lightweight 8-inch design with an extra-capacity jaw.

Extra capacity allows use of a smaller size wrench to handle bigger jobs,
especially in confined spaces
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Forged heat-treated alloy steel for maximum strength and light weight
High polish chrome finish
Precision-machined jaws are individually chosen and assembled by hand for
smooth operation
Heat-treated for long life
Knurl turns smoothly for easy operation
Rail is ground for precision fit
Contoured handles for comfortable use
Chrome-plated for rust resistance

Klein Tools D507-12 Adjustable Wrench
Extra Capacity, 12-Inch

Klein Tools D507-12 Adjustable Wrench Extra Capacity,
12-Inch
The Klein Tools adjustable wrench is designed with smaller size but the ability
to handle heavy-duty jobs. This wrench is manufactured from heat-treated alloy
steel for strength and has a high polish chrome finish. It also features a
lightweight 12-inch design with an extra-capacity jaw.

Extra capacity allows use of a smaller size wrench to handle bigger jobs,
especially in confined spaces
Forged heat-treated alloy steel for maximum strength and light weight
High polish chrome finish
Precision-machined jaws are individually chosen and assembled by hand for
smooth operation
Heat-treated for long life
Knurl turns smoothly for easy operation
Rail is ground for precision fit
Contoured handles for comfortable use
Chrome-plated for rust resistance

Klein Tools D507-10 Adjustable Wrench
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Extra Capacity, 10-Inch

Klein Tools D507-10 Adjustable Wrench Extra Capacity,
10-Inch
The Klein Tools adjustable wrench is designed with smaller size but the ability
to handle heavy-duty jobs. This wrench is manufactured from heat-treated alloy
steel for strength and has a high polish chrome finish. It also features a
lightweight 10-inch design with an extra-capacity jaw.

Extra capacity allows use of a smaller size wrench to handle bigger jobs,
especially in confined spaces
Forged heat-treated alloy steel for maximum strength and light weight
High polish chrome finish
Precision-machined jaws are individually chosen and assembled by hand for
smooth operation
Heat-treated for long life
Knurl turns smoothly for easy operation
Rail is ground for precision fit
Contoured handles for comfortable use
Chrome-plated for rust resistance

Klein Tools D502-10 Pump Pliers, 10-
Inch

Klein Tools D502-10 Pump Pliers, 10-Inch
Klein Tools 10-Inch (25 cm) Pump Pliers feature a secure tongue and groove
design for a non-slip grip even when heavy pressure is applied. It has a
tension-loaded joint to reduce handle wobble for sure gripping. Plastic-dipped
handles provided added comfort and ease of identification.

Pump Pliers with Quick-Adjust Rivet allows one-handed fast, easy adjustment
of plier jaws
1-3/4-Inch (4.4 cm) maximum parallel jaw opening for a range of
applications
Smoothly adjusts between six machined tongue and groove jaw positions
Secure tongue and groove design for non-slip grip, even with heavy pressure
Robust teeth for sure gripping action
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Induction hardened jaws for long life
Solid grip with tension-loaded joint that reduces handle wobble

Klein Tools D307-51/2C Pliers, Needle
Nose Pliers, Slim, 1/32-Inch Point
Diameter, 5-Inch

Klein Tools D307-51/2C Pliers, Needle Nose Pliers,
Slim, 1/32-Inch Point Diameter, 5-Inch
The longer nose on these pliers allow for deeper reach into tight spaces. The
longer, curved handles provide greater tool control. They are spring-loaded for
self-opening action to reduce hand fatigue. Great for intricate electronics
work.

Pliers with longer nose and handles for deeper reach into work
Knurled jaws for sure wrapping and looping, pliers are spring-loaded for
self-opening action
Curved handles provide greater tool control
Hot-riveted joint for smooth action and no handle wobble
Forged in the USA with custom, US-made tool steel for maximum durability

Klein Tools D257-4 Diagonal Cutting
Pliers, Electronics, Tapered Nose,
Narrow Jaw, 4-Inch

Klein Tools D257-4 Diagonal Cutting Pliers,
Electronics, Tapered Nose, Narrow Jaw, 4-Inch
These Electronics Pliers have a tapered nose for easy working in confined areas
and close tip cutting. The short jaws have beveled edges for semi-flush cutting
of wire. The induction hardened cutting knives and hot-riveted joint ensure
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smooth action and long life. Forged of custom, US-made tool steel for maximum
durability.

Diagonal Cutting Pliers with tapered nose for easy working in confined
areas and close tip cutting
Pliers have short jaws and beveled cutting edges to permit close cutting of
wire
Induction-hardened semi-flush cutting knives for long life
Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action and no handle wobble
Forged in the USA with custom, US-made tool steel for maximum durability
Plastic-dipped handles for comfort and ease of identification

Klein Tools D228-8 Diagonal Cutting
Pliers, High-Leverage, 8-Inch

Klein Tools D228-8 Diagonal Cutting Pliers, High-
Leverage, 8-Inch
These Diagonal-Cutting Pliers have a high-leverage design to provide 36-Percent
greater cutting power than other pliers. The hot-riveted joint ensures smooth
action with no handle wobble. Klein Tools specializes in making some of the
world’s finest pliers.

Pliers with high-leverage design, with rivet closer to the cutting edge for
36-Percent greater cutting power than other plier designs
Short jaws and beveled cutting edges permit close cutting of wire
Induction-hardened cutting knives for long life
Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action and no handle wobble
Made in USA with Custom, US-made tool steel
Plastic-dipped handles for comfort and ease of identification

Klein Tools D228-7 Diagonal Cutting
Pliers, High-Leverage, 7-Inch
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Klein Tools D228-7 Diagonal Cutting Pliers, High-
Leverage, 7-Inch
These Diagonal-Cutting Pliers have a high-leverage design to provide 36-Percent
greater cutting power than other pliers. The hot-riveted joint ensures smooth
action with no handle wobble. Klein Tools specializes in making some of the
world’s finest pliers.

Pliers with high-leverage design, with rivet closer to the cutting edge for
36-percent greater cutting power than other plier designs
Short jaws and beveled cutting edges permit close cutting of wire
Induction-hardened cutting knives for long life
Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action and no handle wobble
Made in USA with Custom, US-made tool steel
Plastic-dipped handles for comfort and ease of identification

Klein Tools D213-9ST High-Leverage
Ironworker’s Pliers

Klein Tools D213-9ST High-Leverage Ironworker’s
Pliers
These Klein Tools High-Leverage Ironworker’s Pliers have induction hardened
side-cutting knives for improved durability and a longer lifespan. They have
heavy duty knurled jaws and a spring-loaded self-opening on hot-riveted joint
for smooth, easy, and powerful action. The high-leverage design with handform
handles and the rivet being closer to the cutting edge allows for 46 percent
more cutting and gripping power.

Ironworker’s Pliers twist and cut soft annealed rebar tie wire
High-leverage design; rivet is closer to the cutting edge for 46-Percent
greater cutting and gripping power than other plier designs
Hook bend handle
Spring-loaded action for self-opening
Made in USA with Custom, US-made tool steel
Induction hardened cutting knives for long life
Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action and no handle wobble
Heavy-duty knurled jaws
Unique handle tempering helps absorb the snap’ when cutting wire
Precision-hardened plier head for on-the-job toughness
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Klein Tools D213-9NE Lineman’s Pliers,
New England Nose, 9-Inch

Klein Tools D213-9NE Lineman’s Pliers, New England
Nose, 9-Inch
Klein Tools makes some of the world’s finest pliers. These High-Leverage, Side-
Cutting Pliers features a rivet closer to the cutting edge which provides 46%
more cutting and gripping power than other pliers. Induction hardened cutting
knives are extra durable for longer life.

Pliers with high-leverage design; rivet is closer to the cutting edge for
46-percent greater cutting and gripping power than other plier designs
Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action and no handle wobble
Induction hardened cutting knives for long life
Streamlined design with sure-gripping, cross-hatched knurled jaws
Made in USA
Unique handle tempering helps absorb the ”snap” when cutting wire
Precision-hardened plier head for on-the-job toughness
Plastic-dipped handles for comfort and ease of identification
”Handform” handles for full gripping and cutting power

Klein Tools D203-8 Pliers, Needle Nose
Side-Cutters, 8-Inch

Klein Tools D203-8 Pliers, Needle Nose Side-Cutters,
8-Inch
These Klein Tools Long Nose Pliers are made of heavier induction hardened US-
made steel for greater cutting power. As precision pliers, they have a long
slim head design and a hot-riveted joint for smooth action while working in
confined areas. These pliers are perfect electrical and linesman pliers because
of their extended handles for improved maneuvering and leverage.

Needle Nose Pliers with heavier design for greater cutting power
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Extended handles provide added reach and leverage
Slim head design for working in confined areas
Induction hardened cutting knives for long life
Forged in the USA with custom, US-made tool steel
Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action and no handle wobble
Plastic-dipped handles for comfort and ease of identification

Klein Tools D203-6 Pliers, Needle Nose
Side-Cutters, 6-Inch

Klein Tools D203-6 Pliers, Needle Nose Side-Cutters,
6-Inch
These Long-Nose Side-Cutters are made of forged steel for durability. The long
nose is great for grabbing and looping wire. Cutting knives are induction
hardened for long life. Knurled jaws provide sure wrapping and looping.

Needle Nose Pliers with induction hardened cutting knives for long life
Knurled jaws for sure wrapping and looping
Slim head design for working in confined areas
Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action and no handle wobble
Forged in the USA with custom, US-made tool steel
Curved handles provide greater tool control
Plastic-dipped handles for comfort and ease of identification

Klein Tools D2000-7 Lineman’s Pliers,
Heavy-Duty Side Cutting, 7-Inch

Klein Tools D2000-7 Lineman’s Pliers, Heavy-Duty Side
Cutting, 7-Inch
These lineman’s pliers are made of custom, US-made tool steel and feature
combination polished and black-oxide finish plus plastic-dipped handles for
comfort and ease of identification. 2000 series knives cut ACSR, screws, nails
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and most hardened wire. The high-leverage design provides 46-Percent more
cutting and gripping power than other plier designs. Cutting knives are
induction hardened for long life. The hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action
and no handle wobble. Streamlined design with sure-gripping, cross-hatched
knurled jaws. Unique handle tempering helps absorb the ”snap” when cutting
wire. The head is precision-hardened for on-the-job toughness.

Side Cutting Pliers cut ACSR, screws, nails and most hardened wire
High-leverage design. Rivet is closer to the cutting edge for 46-percent
greater cutting and gripping power than other plier designs
Induction hardened cutting knives for long life
Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action and no handle wobble
Forged in the USA with custom, US-made tool steel for maximum durability
Streamlined design with sure-gripping, cross-hatched knurled jaws
Unique handle tempering helps absorb the ”snap” when cutting wire
Precision-hardened plier head for on-the-job toughness
Plastic-dipped handles for comfort and ease of identification
”Handform” handles for full gripping and cutting power

Klein Tools D2000-48 Diagonal Cutting
Pliers, Angled Head, 8-Inch

Klein Tools D2000-48 Diagonal Cutting Pliers, Angled
Head, 8-Inch
These Diagonal Cutters have a high-leverage design to provide 36-Percent more
cutting and gripping power. 2000 Series knives cut ACSR, screws, nails and most
hardened wire. The angled head makes it easier to work in confined spaces.
Exclusive handle tempering absorbs the snap when cutting wire.

Pliers with angled head design for easy work in confined spaces
Diagonal Cutters are ideal for cutting ACSR, screws, nails, and most
hardened wire
High-leverage design. Rivet is closer to the cutting edge for 36-percent
greater cutting power than other plier designs
Short jaws and beveled cutting edges permit close cutting of wire
Made in USA with custom, US made tool steel
Induction-hardened cutting knives for long life
Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action and no handle wobble
Plastic-dipped handles for comfort and ease of identification
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Klein Tools D2000-28 Diagonal Cutting
Pliers, Heavy-Duty, High-Leverage, 8-
Inch

Klein Tools D2000-28 Diagonal Cutting Pliers, Heavy-
Duty, High-Leverage, 8-Inch
These Diagonal Cutters have a high-leverage design to provide 36-Percent more
cutting and gripping power. 2000 Series knives cut ACSR, screws, nails and most
hardened wire. Exclusive handle tempering absorbs the snap when cutting wire.

Diagonal Cutters cut ACSR, screws, nails and most hardened wire
Pliers have high-leverage design, with rivet closer to the cutting edge for
36-Percent greater cutting power than other plier designs
Short jaws and beveled cutting edges permit close cutting of wire
Induction hardened cutting knives for long life
Made in USA with custom, US made tool steel
Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth action and no handle wobble
Plastic-dipped handles for comfort and ease of identification

Klein Tools CL900 Digital Clamp Meter,
AC Auto-Range TRMS, Low Impedance
(LoZ), 2000 Amp

Klein Tools CL900 Digital Clamp Meter, AC Auto-Range
TRMS, Low Impedance (LoZ), 2000 Amp
The CL900 Electrical Tester is an auto-ranging, true root mean square (TRMS)
digital clamp meter. It measures AC/DC current via the clamp and measures AC/DC
voltage, resistance, continuity, frequency, duty-cycle, capacitance, and tests
diodes via test-leads. It features a Low Impedance (LoZ) mode for identifying
and eliminating ghost or stray voltages, and has a dedicated mode for capturing
Inrush Current.
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Digital Clamp Meter measures 2000A AC/DC, 1000V AC/DC, 60 Milliohm
Rugged Klein TOUGH METER industrial design stands up to jobsite demands;
built to withstand a 6.6-Foot (2m) drop
Automatically ranging True Root Mean Squared (TRMS) measurement technology
for accuracy
CAT IV 600V, CAT III 1000V, Class 2, double insulation safety rating
Backlit display for clear visibility in environments with low ambient
lighting
Dedicated mode for capturing Inrush Current
Non-contact voltage tester integrated into the clamp
Low impedance (LoZ) mode for identifying and eliminating ghost or stray
voltages
Audible continuity, capacitance, diode test, frequency and duty cycle,
min/max feature, data hold capability
Test leads measure AC/DC voltage, resistance, continuity, frequency, duty-
cycle, capacitance and diodes


